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§ 1. Introduction 
About ten years ago KoROVKIN [I] proved a fundamental theorem 
concerning the approximation of a real continuous function of a real 
variable by means of a sequence of linear positive operators. After that, 
many authors have studied the properties of these operators in approx-
imation theory. We mention here the papers of VoLKOV [2], BASKAKOV 
[3] and MAMEDOV [4]. 
In [2] VoLKOV proved an extension of Korovkin's theorem to real 
continuous functions of many real variables. Denoting with X =X(x1, ... ,xm) 
a point of the m-dimensional space Rm and writing f(X) for f(x~, ... , Xm), 
we have the following 
Theorem (VoLKov) 
If the three conditions 
Ln(I; X) = I + ~Xn(X) 
Ln(~J; X)= Xj + {3n,J(X) 
Ln(~J2 ; X)= XJ2 + Yn,J(X) 
(j = I, ... , m) 
are satisfied in a bounded and closed domain D of Rm for an infinite sequence 
of linear positive operators {Ln(f; X)}, where £Xn(X), f3n,J(X) and Yn.J(X) 
are uniformly tending to zero in D when n -+ =, then the sequence {Ln(f; X)} 
converges uniformly in D to the function f(X), if f(X) is bounded in Rm, 
continuous in D and continuous in an m-dimensional region of each boundary 
point of D. 
BASKAKOV [3] gave an example of a sequence of linear positive operators 
for functions of one variable, of which the Bernstein operators are a 
special case. 
MAMEDOV [ 4] gave some theorems about the order of speed with which 
the distance 
Ln(f; x) - f(x) 
tends to zero when n tends to infinity. 
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In this paper we first prove a generalization of a theorem of MAMEDOV. 
On the basis of Volkov's theorem we then form a sequence of linear 
positive operators for the approximation of functions of many variables. 
This sequence is closely connected with Baskakov's one dimensional 
example. Next, we prove some theorems on the estimation of 
iLn(f; X)- /(X) I. 
Finally some applications are made. 
§ 2. A generalization of a theorem of MAMEDOV 
The sequence (nb ... , nm) will be denoted by N and by H<2>(X) we 
mean the set of all real bounded functions f defined in Rm of which the 
second derivatives exist in some point XED. 
Theorem 1. Assume that the sequence of linear positive operators 
{LN(f; X)} has the property that in D 
LN(1;X)=1 
1fJl;J(X) ( 1 ) LN(~J;X)=XJ+ ( ) +o -(-) 
cp n1 cp n1 
(1) LN(~j2 ; X)= Xj2 + 'ljJZ;~,j(~) + 0 (-(1 )) 
cpn1 cp n1 , 
• 1fJz; k,J(X) 1p2 ; 1 ,~c(X) ( 1 ) ( 1 ) LN(~k~J,X)=x~cxJ+ cp(n~c) + cp(nJ) +o ~ +o cp(nJ) 
(k,j=1, ... ,m;k=Fj) 
where cp(nJ) --+ oo when n1 --+ oo. If there exist positive integers p1(j = 1, ... , m) 
such that 
(2) LN{(~1 -x1)2PJ+2·; X}=o (·-1-), n1 --+oo 
cp(nJ) 
then for each function f E H<2>(X) we have 
LN(/; X)_ f(X) =! 1pl;i/x; + l("P2;j,j- 2Xj1pl;j) fx; Xj 
1~1 cp(nJ) 
+ 1 ·~ { 1p2;k,j + 1p2;j,k . ·"Pl;j 1pl;k } I II'+ ~ ( 1 ) zi./:1 cp(n~c). cp (nJ) -x~c cp(nJ) - XJ cp(n~c) XkXi i-=1 o cp(nJ) ' 
i*k 
where the values of all functions 1p, f' and f" are taken in the point X. 
Proof. We assume that f E H<2>(X). The linear positive operators' LN 
satisfy the conditions of Volkov's theorem, so the sequence {LN(/; X)} 
converges uniformly to /(X) in D. 
With the notation E=E(~l, ... , ~m)w€; have 
~ f(E)=f(X)+! (~J-XJ)f'xi(X) 
(3) ? i~l!k.~I (~k-Xk)(~j-'---XJ) {f"x~cxi(X)+alc,j(~lc-X/c, ~j-Xj)}, 
3I5 
with <Xk,J(O, 0) = 0 and <Xk,i((f, r) continuous in (0, 0). Consequently there 
exist to each e > 0 positive numbers ~k and ~; with 
Because of the boundedness off in Rm, it follows from (3) that 
<Xk,i(~k-Xk, ~1 -xi) is also bounded in ~k and ~i for -oo<~k, ~1< +.oo. 
Hence there exists a positive number M such that 
Introducing for each arbitrary, but fixed, number ~~ > 0 a function 
A..,1 (~z) defined by 
(4) when i~z-xzl6~z 
when l~z-xzi < ~z, 
we have for - oo < ~k, ~1 < + oo the inequality 
(5) j<Xk,i(~k-Xk, ~j-XJ)i <;;;e+MA..,k(~k)+MA..,i(~J) (k, j= I, ... , m). 
Since the operators LN(/; X) are monotone, we derive from (3) and (5) 
(6) 
We now restrict ourselves to the domain D. Using (I) and the fact 
that the operators are linear and monotone we get from (6) the inequality 
(7) 
where M1 and M2 are positive numbers and lim bt,n= 0 (j =I, ... , m). 
Since (7) is true for each e>O and because of (2), the theorem is proved. 
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§ 3. A sequence of linear positive operators 
In 1957 BASKAKOV [3] gave an example of a sequence of linear positive 
operators of which the Bernstein operators 
Bn(f; x) = .I f (i) (~)xi( 1- x)n-J 
1 ~o n J 
(x E [0, 1]) 
are a particular case. VoLKOV [5] generalized the results of BASKAKOV 
to functions of two variables. We shall study the general case in a some-
what different way. 
For the sake of shortness we will abbreviate 
n1 -1, n2, ... , nm to N -Er, i1, i2 -1, is, ... , im to I -E2 and so on. 
By K we are denoting the region of the first hyperquadrant in which the 
linear positive operators will be defined. 
In the sequence of real functions 
{rpN(X)} ( n1 = 1, 2, ... ; j = 1, ... , m), 
each function has the following properties 
1) I}'JN(X) can be expanded in a Taylor's series in a closed region K1. 
K1 is the sum (when X runs through K) of the closed spheres with 
centre in X and radius [X[; 
2) I}'JN(O) = 1; 
3) ( -1)H ... +im I}'JNI(X) ~ 0 (i1, ... , im=O, l, 2, ... ; X E K); 
4) there exist positive integers n1 (j = 1, ... , m), not depending on 
i 1, ... , im, such that in the region K we have 
where 
a) CXii,ni(X) (j=1, ... ,m) converges uniformly in X and in i1 to 
zero in K when n1 -+ oo; 
b) there exist positive functions x1(n1) (j=1, ... , m), monotonically 
increasing to infinity if n1 -+ oo, with the property that in K 
(j=1, ... ,m) 
We expand the function I}'JN(X +H) with H =H(hr, ... , hm) in a Taylor's 
series with XEK and [H[.;;;[X[ 
(X H) = ~ ~ I)?Nl(X)hli' ... hmim I}'JN + £.., "' £.., ' 1 • 1 • i,~o im~o ~1 .... ~m· 
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Taking H =-X, we have by 2) 
00 00 ( -1)i•+···+imrp~(X)xli' ... Xm'~m 
1=! ... ! ., ., . 
i 1 =0 im=O '1.1 .... 'l.m. 
(9) 
Now we define for N = (n1, ... , nm) with n1= 1, 2, ... (j = 1, ... , m) the 
linear operator LN by 
It has a meaning for each function f, bounded in Rm, and it is positive 
on account of 3). 
Theorem 2. The sequence of operators {LN(f; X)} converges in K 
uniformly to the function f(X), if f(X) is bounded in Rm, continuous in K 
and continuous in an m-dimensional region of each boundary point of K. 
Proof. We show that the sequence of operators {LN(f; X)} converges 
uniformly in K to f(X) if N -+ex:> (this means ni -+ex:> (j = 1, ... , m)) in 
the cases f(X) = 1, f(X) = XJ and f(X) = x12 (j = 1, ... , m ). 
The uniform convergence of {LN(f; X)} to 1 in case f(X) = 1 follows 
from (9). When f(X) = XJ, we have to consider the series 
Using equality (8) we have 
· lXf;, n;(X). 
Since lXf;,n;(X) converges uniformly in X and in i1 to zero if n1 -+ex:>, 
there exists to each e > 0 a positive integer n. * such that for each ni ~ n. * 
(ij=1, 2, ... ; X EK). 
Thus, using (9), we have for n1 ~n.* 
· jlXf;,n;(X)i <e. 
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On account of the properties 2) and 4b), we conclude from (11) that 
we have 
lim LN(f; X)= XJ if f(X) - x1 
n;---+oo 
uniformly in X in K. 
When f(X) = x12 we arrive at the series 
Using property 4) two times and then properties 2) and 4b), we deduce 
in a similar way that we have 
lim LN(f; X)= x12 if f(X) = x12 
'nj-+00 
uniformly in X in K. 
Now theorem 2 follows from Volkov's theorem. 
§ 4. Two theorems on an estimation of !LN(f;X)-f(X)! 
Theorem 3a. If the function f(X) satisfies the conditions of theorem 2, 
where in property 4) tXii,n;(X)=tXni(X) (j=1, ... , m) is independent of if, 
then the following estimation holds in K for the sequence {LN(f; X)} 
!LN(f; X)-f(X)! .;;;;m({e!*(nl)}!, ... , {em*(nm)}!) · 
· { 1 + .! { *~ )}! (XJEJ,l(nJ, X) +xi2eJ,2(ni> X))l} . 
, _ 1 e1 n1 
In this theorem w(l5l> ... , 15m) denotes the modulus of continuity of the 
function f(X) in K. It is defined here as 
m(l51, ... , 15m)= sup lf(X')- f(X")! (X', X" E K). 
1"'i'-"'i"1..;;6i 
<i-l .... ,m) 
e1,1(nJ, X), e1,2(nJ, X) and e/(nJ) are defined in respectively (15), {16) and {19). 
Proof. On account of property 3) and of (9) we have 
!LN(f; X)-f(X)! 
Choosing positive numbers 15J(j = 1, ... , m) and a fixed point X in the 
00 00 
region K, we split up the sum z . . . z into 2m parts in the following way 
i,-o im-o 
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00 00 
~ ...... ~=~·········~ + ~-········~+······~·········~ 
i,-o im- 0 1'0/(X1(n1))-x:,j::;;;;61 lii/(XI(ni))-XII>61 limf(Xm(nm))-xml>6m 
+ ~ ......... ~ 
iik/(Xk(nk))- Xkl > 6k 
k-1,2 
.1'0 /(XJ (nt )) - X1 I::;;;; 61 
<i-3, ... ,mJ 
+ 
<i-1 •...• m> li1/(x1 (n1))- x,l::;;;; 61 I '0 /(xdnt )) - x1 I::;;;; 61 
(i-2 •...• m) <i-1, ...• m-1) 
~ ......... ~ +-·················~·········~· 
lik/(Xk(nk))-xkl >6"' lik/(Xk(nk))-Xkl > 6k 
k-1.3 (k-1, ...• mJ 
Iii /(Xi (nt))- X1 I::;;;; 6, 
(i-2. 4, ... ,m) 
Now introduce the modulus of continuity w(<h, ... , ~m) of f(X). It has 
the property (cf. [6]) 
w(Al~l, ... , Am~m)<(1+ max]Aj[) w(~b ... , ~m) (Aj>O). 
i 
Here ]A[ stands for the largest integer being smaller than A. Using this 
property of the modulus of continuity in a somewhat modified form 1 ), 
we get 
The convergence of the series follows from the proof of theorem 2. 
In view of property 3), the following inequality holds 
(13) 
Using this result together with {9), we derive from (12) that 
1) We actually use 
w(Al~l, ... , Am~m) < (1 +~At) w(~1, ... , ~m) 
• 
where the sum is taken over those A.'s for which N > 1. 
22 Series A 
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Because <XiJ,n1(X) does not depend on i1 (j = 1, ... , m), we get 2) with 
the results of § 3 
Putting 
(j=1, ... ,m), 
we have uniformly in X 
{J1(nJ, X) -+ 0 when n1 -+ =; 
and writing 
(j=l, ... ,m), 
we have 
uniformly in X. 
Denoting by BJ,l(nJ, X) and BJ,2(nJ, X) the coefficients of XJ and XJ2 
respectively in formula (14), so that 
(15) . ( . X)- (1+fJJ) (1+<Xn;) e1,1 n1, - ( ) , Xi n1 l BJ 2(nJ, X)= - <X11.- fJJ- <X,.. fJJ +<X;:;.+ <X.,. <X;:;.+ {31 <X;:;.+ ' 1 1 111 1 fJ1 <Xn; <Xri; + Yi + Yi <X,.;+ Yi <X;:;i + Yi <X,.i <X;:;i + 
fJJ Yi + fJJ Yi <X.,i + fJ1 Yi <X;;i + fJJ Yi <X,.i ,x;:;i; 
(16) 
BJ,l(nJ, X) and BJ,2(nJ, X) converge uniformly in X to zero when n1 -+ =· 
2) BASKAKOV stated without proof the theorem 
ILn(f; x)-f(x)l < 
w(~t) [ 1 + nl { x2 {I- 2(1 +<Xn)+ r:n (1 +<Xn)(1 +<Xm.,)} + ~ (1 + <Xn) rl 
In case m =I our formula ( 14) is identical with this estimation when we put 
We notice that the theorem is not stated correctly because the choice of !5 
depends upon mn and cxn. 
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With these notations formula (14) takes the form 
~ ILN(f; X)-f(X)I < 
(17) ( w(t51, •.. ,15m) [ 1 + i~l ~ { XJBJ,I(nJ, X) +xJ2BJ,2(nJ, X)}1} 
It is clear that in the region K we have 
{18) x1e1,1(nJ, X)+x12e1,2(n" X)~ 0 {j=1, ... , m). 
We now choose !51 in such a way that the formula 
1 
151 {XJBJ,I(nJ, X)+xJ2BJ,2(nJ, X)}! 
holds a meaning when n1 tends to infinity. We proceed as follows. For 
j = 1, ... , m we put 
and 
sup BJ,I(nJ, X) = BJ,l * (nJ) 
XEK 
sup BJ,2(nJ, X) = e1,2* (n1). 
XEK 
Now we define for n1 fixed 
ef*(nJ) =max (e1,1* (nJ), e1,2* (ni)) 
and we put 
(19) 
On account of (18) we have e1*(n1) > 0 in K. With the above definition 
of !51 formula (17) gives the estimation 
This proves the theorem. 
Theorem 3b. Under the conditions of theorem 2 we also have 
) 
ILN(f; X)-f(X)I .;;;;w({e1* (n1)}!, ... , {em* (nm)}!) • 
<21 ) . [1 + ! * ~ ) {XJBJ,l(nj, X)+x,2BJ,2(nj, xn]. 
i ~1 BJ ni 
The proof is almost the same as that of the theorem 3a. 
§ 5. Examples of functionsequences and applications of the theorems 
We restrict ourselves to the particular case in which for N(n1, ... , nm) 
where n1= 1, 2, ... (j = 1, ... , m) we have 
(22) ~ ii1=n1+c1 (c1 is an integer or zero), ? IXii·"i(X) = cx"i(X), 1flJ(nJo X) = nf, XJ(nJ) = nJ. 
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Under these conditions the linear positive operators (10) have the form 
BASKAKOV gave in his paper three examples of functionsequences, 
corresponding with the cases c = + 1, c = 0 and c = - 1. Extending 
Baskakov's results to two variables, VoLKOV used these sequences and 
showed that combinations of them give solutions for the case of two 
variables. Consequently, he gave six sequences of functions which give 
rise to six sequences of linear positive operators. 
Our examples are also based on the three solutions given by BASKAKOV, 
but in some sense they have a more general character. This lies in the fact 
that our functionsequences give rise to the "correctionterms" lXni(X) not 
all of them being identically zero, as was the case with the examples of 
BASKAKOV and VoLKOV. 
Here we,give some functionsequences with the corresponding sequence 
of linear positive operators and the region in which they are defined. It 
is easily verified that these functionsequences satisfy the properties of 
§ 3 and further we refer the reader to the papers of BASKAKOV [3] and 
VOLKOV [5]. 
1) 
with 
m 
f{JN(X)= fi (1-XJ)nj+ttj 
i =1 
(ai are positive integers or zero), 
. - n,+a, "m+~ m (ni+ai) . . - . n·+ ·-i (il im) LN(/,X)- _! ... _!IT . x31i(1 x,),a;if , ... , . 
i,=o •m=O i =1 ~i n1 nm 
The linear positive operators are defined on the cube 0.;;;;; xi.;;;;; 1 (j = 1, ... , m ). 
In the particular case a1=0, we get the generalized Bernstein operators 
(24) 
The properties of these operators in two variables have been studied a.o. 
by BUTZER and KINGSLEY. 
2) By altering the properties in § 3 which the functions f{JN(X) have 
to satisfy, we easily prove that the functionsequence 
cpn(X) = (1-Xl- ... -Xm)n+a (where a is a positive integer or zero) 
also generates a sequence of linear positive operators suitable for approx-
imation. The operators have the form 
Ln(f; X)= 
(26) 
The region K is 
(25) 
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defined by the simplex 
~ i~1 Xj,;;;;; 1, 
( x1;;;.0 (j=l, ... ,m). 
Taking a= 0, we get another form of generalized Bernstein operators, 
but these are defined on the above simplex. The formula reads 
See e.g. LORENTZ ([7], p. 51) and STANCU [8]. 
3) 
with 
(27) 
The operators are defined in the region Xf ~ 0 (j = 1, ... , m) and they 
are a generalization of the Mirakjan operator [5]. 
m 
4) tpN(X)= II (l+xi)-n; 
i-1 
with 
K is defined by x1 ~ 0 (j = 1, ... , m). 
Other functionsequences that may serve for the construction 0f 
sequences of linear positive operators are 
(29) 
m 
C{JN(X)=e-<n+Vnl:c, II (l-Xj)n 
i =2 
m 
tpN(X)=e-n•X•(l+x2)-n•II (l-x1)n; 
i -3 
k "' 
tpN(X) =II (l-xi)n; II (1 +xi)-n; when k<m 
i-1 i-k+1 
(30) cpn(X) = (1 +x1 + ... +xm)-<n+a> (a is a positive integer or zero). 
For an application of theorem 3a and theorem 3b, we return to the 
generalized Bernstein operators (24). It is easily deduced that in this 
case we have fi1=ni-l and <Xn;(X} = 0. Consequently {31(ni> X)= 0 and 
Yi(nJ, X)= -Ifni (j = 1, ... , m). · 
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In view of (I5), (I6) and (I9) we get 
<51= (n1)-l (j =I, ... , m). 
Theorem 3a gi.;es 
For m=2 this result was derived by IPATOV (see [5]). Theorem 3b has 
the advantage that it gives in this case a better estimation. From (2I) 
we get 
iBN(/; X)-f(X)i< (I+ 7) w({nl}-l, ... , {nm}-l) (n1=I, 2, ... ). 
When m= I we have the well-known result of LoRENTZ ([7], p. 20). 
In the same way we derive for the Bernstein operators (26), defined on 
the simplex (25), the inequality 
(3I) iBn(/; X)- f(X)i < (I+;) w((n)-i, ... , (n)-l). 
This is the result of STANCU [8]. (3I) can be sharpened further (see [6]). 
In order to derive asymptotic approximation formulae for the linear 
positive operators (23) we use theorem I. We assume that f E H<2>(X) 
and that the conditions (22) are satisfied. Then there follows in view of 
the results in § 3 that 
LN(I; X)= I 
LN(~j; X)=Xj(I +txni(X)) 
(32) LN(~j2 ; X) =·Xj2 (I+ ~)(I +txni(X)) (I +txni+ci(X)) + Xj (I +txni(X)) 
n1 n1 
LN(~k~i; X)=XkXJ(I+txnk(X)) (I+txni(X)) (j, k=I, ... , m; j=Fk). 
We give two theorems concerning asymptotic approximation, the form 
of which depends on the behaviour of txni(X). The asymptotic approxima-
tion theorems given by BASKAKOV and VoLKOV are always derived 
under the assumption txni(X) = 0. 
Theorem 4. If 
(33) e(X) (I) txnj(X)=- + o - , 
n1 n1 
where e(X) is bounded in K, then for each f(X) 
"' XJe(X)f~(X)+!(xt+cixp)f~:r;(X) "' (I) (34) LN(f; X)-f(X)= ! + ! o - • 
i=l n1 · i=l n1 
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Proof. In order to show that theorem 1 is applicable, it is sufficient 
to prove that there exist positive integers Pi with 
(35) LN{(~1 -x1)2P;+2; X} =o (~J, n1 -+ oo. 
We take P1=1 (j=1, ... ,m) and keep j fixed. 
Following the methods of § 3 we get 
Recollecting terms we get 
LN{(~J-XJ)4 ; X}=XJ4( -1Xn;+ 3cxn;+c;- 3cxn;+2c; +cxn;+3c;) + 0 (~J · 
With the above result of LN{(~J-XJ)4; X} it easily follows with the aid 
of (33) that (35) is satisfied. Application of theorem 1 and (32) completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 5. If 
e(X) ( 1 ) 
cxn;(X) = -r(nJ) + o -r(nJ) ' 
where e(X) is bounded in the region K and -r(n1)=o(n1), n1 -+oo, then for 
each function f(X) we have 
LN(f;X)-'f(X)= I XJe(X)f~(X) +I o(-1-). 
i ~1 -r(nJ) i ~1 -r(nJ) 
Since the proof of this theorem is almost identical to that of theorem 4, 
we will omit it. 
Finally we give some applications. 
For the Bernstein operators (24) we have with theorem 4 and c1= -1 
(j= 1, ... , m) 
BN(f; X)- f(X) = .! Xj( 1-XJ) /" .. (X)+ .! 0 (..!:.). i~l 2ni "'i"'i i~l ni 
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This is a generalization of the well-known formula of WoRONOWSKAJA 
(see e.g. the paper of VoLKOV [5]). 
For the generalized Mirakjan operators (27) we have the formula 
For the operators (28) we have 
m X ( l +X ) f" (X) m ( ) 
LN(f; X)-f(X) = i~l i ;ni "'i"'i + ;~ o ~i . 
Now we consider the sequence of linear positive operators corresponding 
to the functionsequence (29). Here we have an application of theorem 5 
and the asymptotic approximation formula for these operators has the 
simple form 
LN(f; X)- f(X) = fx~;) + o (~l). 
Remark. With theorem l, used in a slightly modified form, we can 
derive approximation formulae for the Bernstein operators (26) and for 
the operators Ln(f; X) corresponding to the functionsequence (30). 
We only state the results, viz. 
(36) 
and 
Formula (36) is due to STANCU [8]. 
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